
ADDRESSING THE CAUSES OF SLOW PLAY 
 

Introduction 

The Competitions Committee of High Legh Park Golf Club are committed to addressing the issues of slow play and are 
not alone in this aim, with the R&A having been sufficiently concerned to conduct an extensive survey on the topic in 
2014/15.  

To that end, we have prepared this guidance, which covers many of the common contributory factors attributable to the 
players themselves and gives advice as to how you the golfer can individually help to reduce the average time taken to 
play a round of golf.   

We would be very grateful if you would read the guidance and give serious thought as to how you might adapt your 
own playing practices and procedures to make the game more enjoyable (or at least quicker) for all. 

 
General Principle 
 
Slow play is often the result of the golfer simply not being ready to play when it is his or her turn on tee, fairway or 
green, or when the course ahead is clear.  
 
Golf is not a race, so you don’t have to be relentless in your pursuit of the finishing post.  
 
But you do need to be ready to go as soon as it’s your turn rather than a minute afterwards, to prevent unnecessary 
frustration for others in your group and all those behind you. 
 
 
Best Practice 
 
Start assessing your approach shot as you are walking to the ball, then have your distance measured, club selected, glove 
on and shot planned while others are playing, rather than starting the whole process after they have played.  

 
There may be times when you can’t do all of this as 
you’re on someone else’s line or close enough to distract 
them, but often you will be far enough away to be able 
to do everything well ahead of your shot.  
 
On the putting green you can get a general idea of your 
read when first approaching the green, and again, as 
long as it doesn’t distract anyone, you can be working 
on your line while others are putting.  
 
Don’t wait until it is your turn to start the whole process. 
 

 

 

 

SLOW PLAY  
It is the duty of every golfer to keep up with the game in front  

and not just ahead of the Game behind 



 

Keep pre-shot routines to a minimum  

If your routine involves assessing the yardage, carefully selecting your club, standing behind the ball with club out in 
front of you, partial practice swings away from the ball to groove key moves, then three more adjacent to the ball before 
finally hitting then you are unlikely to be helping the overall pace of play. 

 
Best Practice 
 
Everybody wants to give themselves the best chance of playing to their potential and instructional advice seems to 
increasingly advocate an ordered pre-shot preparation.  
But there has to be some sort of balance.   
 

 
By all means adopt a routine before hitting, but not to the extent where it 
might adversely affect others.   
 
Consider whether there is any part of your routine you could be doing 
while others are playing or whether you could condense it down to a level 
where the benefits to you are not at the cost of the enjoyment of others 
 
 

 

 

 

Wave people through 

The etiquette section in the Rules of Golf requires slower groups to wave faster groups through, yet often this doesn’t 
happen at all, or the call-through when players are searching for a lost ball comes 
too late to be of any real benefit to the pace of play. 

 

Best Practice 
 
Don’t be embarrassed to wave people through if they are clearly playing faster 
than you and the course ahead is clear.  
 

Nobody likes feeling under pressure from the group behind, and nobody likes being 
held up.  

Nothing in the Conditions of Competition at High Legh Park Golf Club dictates that 
groups have to finish in the order in which they went out and so, for example, if 
you arrive at the tee of a par 4 and the group ahead aren’t on the same hole as you 
then you either need to close the gap within a reasonable time or allow the group 
behind to play through.  

SLOW PLAY  
If you are struggling to keep up with the group in front,  

Consider the Group behind and call them through 



 

If in doubt, play a provisional ball 

Rule 27-2 specifically allows you to follow a procedure that will keep delays to a minimum when you’ve hit your ball 
offline and yet golfers often spurn the chance to do so, perhaps out of frustration or a refusal to accept that they might 
be in trouble. 

But if you don’t take a provisional ball and can’t then find the original, the 
impact on your group’s round time could be 10 to 15 minutes, factoring in 
the five-minute search and the long walk back.  

There will be a negative impact on the rest of the field too, even if you wave 
through the group behind. 

 
Best Practice 
 
Adapt your provisional ball strategy to err more on the side of caution, so if 

there is any doubt at all, or no-one has really seen it even if you think it should 
be okay, play a provisional.  

Listen to what others say about whether they’ve seen it land and where, but if you’re unconvinced, for the sake of another 
20 seconds, play a provisional ball to keep to an absolute minimum any risk of you having to return to the tee. 

 

Not following the flight of the ball 

Golf is frustrating and, rather than watching an errant shot closely, it can be all too 
easy to spin away in disgust or frustration.  

Not only is this just the time when the flight of the ball needs to be observed as 
closely as possible to give yourself the best chance of finding it, but it is also 
potentially dangerous to other golfers in the vicinity who may not be aware that a 
ball is heading in their direction. 

 

Best Practice 

Resist the temptation to turn away and instead try to follow the ball closely to observe where it might end up and to 
survey the line of flight for fellow golfers who may require a warning that they are in potential danger.  

Watch closely to try and determine where the ball landed, whether it bounced and for any 
landmarks in the vicinity which may assist you in your search.   

Lastly, bear in mind the advice given regarding putting a provisional ball into play. 

 
 

	
	
	

SLOW PLAY  
A good pace not only increases the enjoyment of the game,  

it can improve your game – a brisk pace can keep you loose and ready to play 



	
Getting it right at the green 
 
Behaviours on and around the green can have a big impact on the pace of play.  

The matter of being ready to putt when it’s your turn has already been covered, but 
time can also be lost by: 

a)  leaving your clubs in the wrong place for a speedy exit when everyone has putted 
out 

b)  not taking your putter with you if you have to chip before putting 

c)  by standing on or around the green marking your scorecard while those on the 
fairway are waiting to play into the green. 

 

 

Best Practice 

Find the exit point for the next tee and try whenever possible to leave your bag there so you can head straight off when 
everyone has putted out, rather than adding in another 70-80 yard round trip.  

If you have to chip and putt, other than in very wet weather, take your putter with you, rather than chipping then walking 
back to fetch your putter.  

Never mark your card on the green or close by if others are waiting to play in, and don’t leave whoever is last to hole out 
to also replace the flag – someone else should have it in hand ready to pop back in. 

 
 

Mark cards at the right time 

This is a particular form of not being prepared to play at the correct time and is a common occurrence and potential 
cause of frustration to other golfers. 

Best Practice 

If it is clear to play, the only priority on the next tee should be for the 
person with the honour (or anyone who is ready to play) to go ahead and 
take their drive.   

Scorecards can be completed whilst others are hitting or even on the move 
for those with trollies and cardholders.   

After completing the 18th all players in the group should exit the course 
completely before stopping to complete and exchange scorecard 

  

 

SLOW PLAY  
The only problem with golf is that the slow groups are always in front of you 

And the fast groups are always behind you 

Don't	hang	about	-	always	leave	the	
green	quickly	and	move	on	to	the	next	tee	



 

“The term “ready golf” has been adopted by many as a catch-all phrase for a number of actions that separately and 
collectively can improve pace of play. There is no official definition of the term, but some examples of “ready golf” in 
action are shown below: 

 

 

The R&A’S Overriding Principle of Golf Etiquette is: 

CONSIDERATION SHOULD BE SHOWN TO OTHERS ON THE COURSE AT ALL TIME 

READY GOLF  
The R&A Recommends Ready Golf 

HIT	YOUR	
SHOT	
FIRST....

TEE	SHOT
If	the	person	with	the	

honour	 is	delayed	&	isn't	
ready	to	play

SHORTER	HITTERS
If	you	are	a	shorter	

hitter	- play	first	from	
the	tee	or	fairway	if	
longer	hitters		have	to	

wait

HIT	THEN	SEARCH
Before	helping	

someone	 to	look	for	
a	lost	ball,	take	your	
shot	if	practical

BUNKERS
If	a	person	who	has	just	
played	from	a	greenside	
bunker,	 is	still	furthest	
from	the	hole	&	still	

raking	the	bunker	-take	
your	shot

PUTT	OUT
If	you	have	a	short	putt	-
Even	if	it	means	standing	
close	to	someone	elses	

line

CHIPPING
When		a	player	's	ball	
has	gone	over	the		back	
of	the	green	- players	
chipping	from	front	of	
green	should	play	while	

they	walk	round

At Club level Golf is a game played as much for its health giving properties, for the social interaction it promotes or 
as a lifestyle choice, as it is for the competitive opportunities it provides.   
 
Whilst the Committee are keen to promote the good practices set out above we are equally keen to stress that these 
do not come at the expense of enjoyment and they are not to be followed in circumstances where common sense, 
health & safety considerations or general etiquette dictate otherwise.  
 
We would also point out that some of the recommended actions are not compatible with Matchplay situations.  
 
The aim of this document is to increase enjoyment by encouraging everyone to take steps to ensure that a round of 
golf at HLP takes no longer to complete than is absolutely necessary and we hope you will assist us in achieving this 
aim. 

 


